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The Fear&Greed Index it's currently printing 23, which signals "Extreme Fear". The indicator has oscillated between 30 and 20 in the last 7 days,
providing readings in tandem with Bitcoin's price changes. 
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Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL)
TOTAL is currently standing at  $1.7T
(3.73% decrease over the last day). The
total crypto market volume over the last 24
hours is $76.64B (a 51.08% increase).

After failing to break the $43K level on April
21, BTCUSD fell significantly, pushing the
asset into red territory once again. The
market has now lost over $80Bn as BTC
moves toward weekly lows.

At the time of this report, Bitcoin is trading
near the $37K support, the lowest level
since March 15. The weekly candlestick in
TOTAL is showing full control of the bears
and a possible continuation of the sell-off
until at least the $1.60T level.  
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Altcoin Market Cap (TOTAL 2)
TOTAL2,  an index that shows the total
market capitalisation of the top-125
cryptocurrencies excluding Bitcoin, is
trading in tandem with TOTAL (Currently
standing at $1.01T).  As TOTAL and
TOTAL 2 are extremely correlated, the
Altcoin Market has also experienced
substantial losses in the last few days.
 
Ethereum has been unable to claim
previous highs and is losing over 5% in
valuation daily.  The rest of the altcoins 
 also witnessed losses with Ripple,
Cardano, and Avalanche leading the 7D
losses ranking. 

Several Altcoins have printed their fourth
red weekly candle in a row, something that
has not happened since June 2020.
Several tokens' price targets now focus on
retests of historical demand levels. 
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CRYPTOCURRENCY CHARTS - NOVEMBER 8    2021

Total DeFi Market Cap (TOTAL DEFI)

At the time of this report, the Total Value Locked in the top DeFi chains is $205.67Bn with a current trading volume of  $9.09B. Similar to
TOTAL, TOTALDEFI is creating an inflection point around the $162Bn level. The DeFi market has also lost billions in the last few days, with
TOTALDEFI now testing 40-Day lows. The ascending trendline on the monthly timeframe is still valid. Bears need to break the trendline in
order to confirm the continuation of the bearish cycle.  
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Bitcoin (BTC)  

While the weekend managed to avoid significant volatility, the weekly close was still bearish. Bears have officialised their domination as there are now
four red candles in a row on the weekly chart, something that Bitcoin has not seen since June 2020.  The downtrend then continued overnight and now
BTCUSD is currently reaching the $37K value area. If BTC reaches this weekly support, the ascending channel highlighted in green will be invalidated
and bears could potentially move the price back to the $37K-$36K zones. 

The volume of Bitcoin options has also disappointed traders.  The trade volume for BTC on major centralised exchanges has fallen to its lowest level
since last summer’s short-lived crypto bear market. 
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D)

The Bitcoin dominance rate (BTCD) has been trading inside a descending channel since Jun 2021, but trending upwards in the lower timeframes.
BTC Dominance is currently standing at 41.94%, which is a slight increase compared with last week's drawdown. At the time of this analysis,
traders are still indecisive about the panorama as the weak bullish momentum and low volumes are pushing players out of the market. For BTC.D
to reach previous highs, the chart must show a closure above 43%. 
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Ethereum (ETH)
 

It has been another bearish start to the week for ETH as the asset dipped during the early hours of Monday. Ether has mirrored BTC as it trades
below the $39K mark. The live Ethereum price today is $2,851.69 USD with a 24-hour trading volume of $15,724,341,871 USD. On the daily
timeframe, the ETH trend is trading at the support of the ascending channel pattern. Traders can expect a bounce back to new highs if the
channel is respected. On the contrary, if bears manage to break this price pattern, ETH could reach $2400-$2200 in the next few days. 
So far, it seems that bears have stepped in using the $2600 area as the next target.  
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Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D)

Ethereum dominance is witnessing a correction on the daily timeframe at the 50% retracement level of Fibonacci. The next imminent support
stands at 19%. If ETH.D can close above 19%, there is a possibility that ETH was just undergoing a short-term correction and the asset's
dominance will continue trading higher. A closure below the 19% support will send Ether's dominance back to the 18% area. 
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